Introduction
The liturgical composition known as the Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice is one of the most enigmatic works discovered among the Dead Sea scrolls. To be sure, its state of preservation is considerably better than that of many other works, due to the presence of nine or ten copies; fragmentary as they are, they overlap in many passages, a fact that allowed Carol Newsom to reconstruct much of the work in her admirable edition.1 This reconstruction enabled her and subsequent scholars to account for the literary structure of the work as being composed of thirteen songs, and to expose its somewhat esoteric or even mystical contents.
The most baffling aspect of the Songs, however, remains its language. Although its entire inventory of lexical items and grammatical forms is attested elsewhere in QH or other corpora,2 in this composition they are boldly combined into unique phrases and seemingly wild syntactic constructions that are often so exceptional as to verge on unintelligible. A reader may be relieved to at last encounter a clause with what appears to be a comprehensive structure, only to discover within it a new riddle that reduces understanding to speculation.
The following discussion focuses on one such mystery, which, to my mind, has not been addressed in a satisfactory way: the meaning of the collocation ‫קורב‬ ‫,כוהני‬ which appears at least six times in three different Songs.3 Both the consistent use of this construct phrase and its distribution throughout the work indicate that it belongs to the core phraseology of the Songs and stems from the essential ideology encoded therein. Admittedly, the nomen regens ‫,כוהני-(‬ "priests of . . .") is a well-known lexeme, amply recorded throughout the history of Hebrew, but the nomen rectum ‫)קורב(‬ is anything but transparent from a semantic point of view, and it requires close linguistic analysis and detailed exegesis.
Primary Evidence
An overview of the actual contexts in which the collocation is embedded allows one to sketch a preliminary, cotextual definition of its usage.4 Since the grammatical form of the word spelled ‫קורב‬ is to be considered unknown at this initial stage of the inquiry, it will be rendered by its orthographical representation, i.e., ‹QWRB›. 
